
Oxford University Press' redaction of Calvet's chapter about the Summer Institute of Linguistics
As Sondheim said in 1962, "A funny thing happened on the way to the forum". This time around, in 1998, the forum in question was that slice of public
scholarship privately owned by Oxford University Press, and the funny thing was funny-peculiar but not a-laugh-a-minute like the Broadway show.
Oxford and its venerable Syndics covertly censored its English "translation" by M. Petheram of L.-J. Calvet's 1987 book La Guerre des langues & les
politiques linguistiques (Payot, Paris, 1987, ISBN 222814200X). Bad enough that the kack-handed translator (or his monolingual editor) rendered the
title as "Language Wars & Linguistic Politics [sic]" (ISBN 0198700210/0198235984) in disregard of the gender distinction in French between politics
and policy. Far worse for any user of the Oxford edition, Chapter 14 ("Politique linguistique et impérialisme; l'Institut Linguistique d'Été", pp. 205-14)
got disappeared in toto (as the lawyers say), without the intellectual honesty to note the fact of removal, not to mention its cause. S.I.L. obviously prefers
to run below the radar. The above link gives the original French text which was so sneakily zapped, as well as the table of contents of the censored OUP
edition. (In this case at least, the Rumsfeldian dictum fails, and "absence of evidence" IS indeed "evidence of absence".) I stumbled on this conspiratorial
caper while updating the references for my squib Bailey-bridge to oil doom: Kay Williamson reveals S.I.L.'s official role in the maladministration of the
post-Biafran Niger Delta.

UPDATE: Prof. Calvet confirms by email (1 July 2007) that the surreptitious removal of his Chapter 14 from the English "translation"
of his 1987 book was an act of "self-censorship" ("auto-censure") on the part of Oxford University Press under pressure from "a host
of lawyers" (though precisely whose lawyers, it's still necessary to pin down for sake of the public record — OUP whistleblowers
please take note).

UPDATE 2: English translation (6 pp. 8.5 x 11 inches) of the surreptitiously disappeared chapter, prepared and posted here at the
suggestion of Prof. Calvet, who fortunately retains translation rights (email, 2 July 2007).

UPDATE 3: Petheram is untraceable, while the OUP editorial office pleads inability to access paper-based archives documenting the
affair (email from John Davey, 2 September 2007).

UPDATE 4: SIL/WBT is not the only authoritarian cult that knows how to leverage British libel law, nor is OUP the only British
publisher to cower:

"This is hardly the first book to cast an unflattering light on the scientologists. But 'Going Clear' will garner attention if
only because of the reputation of its author, who, the New York Times says, is "known for his thoroughness" as a
reporter. He has, the paper reports, received numerous threatening letters from lawyers for the Church while the UK
publisher of the book, Transworld, recently pulled out and scrapped its printing without explanation. It will be
published by Knopf in the US with a first run of 150,000 copies." source

.
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